System II Cart model 98000-1/5000

Model Numbers
20-Tray Model 98000-1/5000

Description
The System II Cart is both a meal storage unit (prior to rethermalization) and a meal delivery and tray retrieval unit. The design offers the optimum in operational simplicity and reliability.

Specifications
CABINET EXTERIOR: High-impact molded polyethylene and stainless steel construction.

CABINET BASE/INTERIOR: The cabinet interior and base are formed, welded and riveted stainless steel.

DOORS: Two stainless steel and molded polyethylene doors; swing 270 degrees; held open via magnets.

MOBILITY: 4 swivel casters; 2 locking and 2 nonlocking.

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM: Cooling provided by a cold air supply from a companion Controller Chiller Unit. Refrigerant is R404.

HEATING: Individual conduction heaters slide between the tray surface and the underside of the dishware. Rethermalization controlled by the processor in the Controller Chiller Unit.

ELECTRICAL: Plugs into Controller Chiller Unit and receives all commands and heating power from that unit.

Standard Features
• Narrow width for all standard door openings
• Cold rethermalizing environment – trays and covers remain cool to the touch
• “Gentle” heating during rethermalization – preserves food quality

Dimensions (WxLxH)
• 21.5” x 41.375” x 51.25 ”
• Weight: 231 lbs

Accessories - Dishware
- 90682-2 Oval China Entrée Dish
- 90658-2 China Entrée Cover
- 90687-2 Cradle Oval China Entree
- 90689-2 China Insulated Entrée Cover
- 90682-1 Plastic Entrée Dish
- 90658-3 Plastic Entrée Cover
- 90689-3 Plastic Insulated Entrée Cover

Accessories - Dishware Continued
- 90684-1 Plastic Soup Bowl
- 90684-2 China Soup Bowl
- 90688-2 Cradle China Soup Bowl
- 90685-2 China Dessert Cup
- 90686-2 China Bread Plate
- 90662-3 China Soup Bowl Lid
- 90662-1 Plastic Soup Bowl Lid
- 90664-1 Moonrise Tray Mat
- 90665-2 Seasons Greetings Tray Mat
- 90666-1 Flower Tray Mat
- 90667-1 Southwestern Tray Mat
- 90668-1 Patriotic Tray Mat
- 90669-1 Fall Tray Mat
- 90709-5 Gray Tray
- 90709-7 Speckled Almond Tray
- 90811-1 Disposable Entrée Dish
- 90812-1 Disposable Soup Bowl

Accessories - Support Equipment
- G101099 Enclosed Tray Transport Cart
- 98003-1 A la Cart Transport Cart
- 207304 Open Rack for 32 Trays
- BR229004 Mobile Basket Rack
- DC501-5-480 Side Dish Cart
- DC501-7-240 Entree Dish Cart
- 95008-1 Tray Storage Rack
- 97603-1 CMCS

Please reference our website for the most updated product information and specifications.